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INTRODUCTION

In the Advisory Material for th* Application of the IAEA Transpoi: Regulations ( 1 ] , three
••thoda for determining p r a c t i c a l l y whether a Type B radioact ive material packaging can with-
stand the hypothetical f i r e condit ions prescribed in the Transport Bagulatlons [2] are present-
ed» These comprise an open f i r e t e s t and two te«t* involving exposure of the packaging In a
furnace: the f i r s t of which (Method I ) la baaed on using a materials t e s t ing type of furnace
and the second (Method I D , the use of a heat-treatment type. Under Method I , the packaging Is
heated for 35 minutes, from ambient temperature, by f i r i n g the furnace so that I t s temperature
Increases In accordance « l t h the "fire-curve" spec i f i ed In a certa in ISO Standard (3J; under
Method I I the packaging l a to be heated for 30 minutes l a a furnace maintained continuously at
800*C.

Consideration of these Method! ga*« r i t e to two questions concerning the», namely:
(1) are they of comparable severity I . e . would a package gain the aaae «mount of heat from the

one teat as the other? and
(2) on which température should centre! sf the furnace firing in Method I be based? Should it

be the average of temperaturaa measured meat the surface of the object being tested, as
specified In the ISO Standard (3) , or the average of the temperatures of the radiating
aurfacea, the furnace valla, cell ing «ad floor, since It Is believed that most of the heat
tranafer occurs by radiatlonT

The ISO Standard referenced in Method I pertalna to the testing of building materials, to
determine their flammability and (misted characteristics; the test is controlled with respect to
the proximate temperature to make i t Independent of the furnace used. This Is no doubt quite
appropriate for the testing of materials but Is i t squally applicable In the case of packaging?

To answer these attestions, « «at ef tests using two packagings and two furnaces correspond-
ing to the types contemplated were- conducted following Method I and Method II .

fWWACES

The Method I testa were carried eat using s materials teating furnace operated by the
national Basacrch Council ef Canada <MtC>. Xt •assures nominally 15 ft long by 12 ft wide and 8
f t Ugh. It i s equipped with 12 tea firing burners, 6 along each aide, at a height of 4 ft or
so . The walla are fire brick covered with a J/* Inch thick blanket of Fiberfra™, a very low



thermal conductivity material.
crate»

The f loor consista of f irebrick only and the ca l l ing of con-

The Method II t e s t s «ere conducted in a beat-treataent furnace belonging to Eldorado Nu-
clear Limited (EMI). I t Is approximately 12 f t long by 6 f t wide and 4-1/2 f t high at the
• I d a s , arching to about 5-1/2 f t at the cantre. I t i s also gas flrad with 3 burners along each
•Ida . The w l l s , ca l l ing and floor ara f ire brick but the floor was lined with 1/4 inch s tee l
t o distribute loads.

SPECIMENS

Figures 1 and 2 show croas aactlona of the two specimen» which were subjected to the
tas t s .

The flrat (Fig. 1) i s basically a cylindrical, carbon steal casing with laad shielding
which i s bonded to the shell . It Is insulated at ita top and bottom and i s fitted with a fire-
shield around Its circumference. It i s a packaging currently in commercial aervice and weight
approximately 3*50 kg (7600 lb) . The specimen bad previously been subjected to the prescribed
drop tasts and thermal tes t s , consequently It was somewhat damaged - the top cap was severely
crushed and the aurfaccs were well oxidized. The results of a thermal test of a similar speci-
men without a fire-shield were reported [4] in 1971.

The second specimen (Fig. 2) Is also cylindrical in shape and lead-containing; It was con-
structed from two concentric pieces of carbon steel pipe with well oxidind surfaces and velgtu
204 kg (450 lb ) . The ends were closed by steel plate and covered with Transit*» Insulstion.
While this geometry was used primsrily to facil itate analysis, this specimen was also Intended
to simulate a smaller packaging auch as a radiography device.

INSTRUMENTATION

A l l thermocouples, except as noted below, were made from 24 gauge chromel-alunel wire en-
cased in f lbreg las s Insulat ion rated to 982*C (1800*F). Tips were twisted and s i l v e r soldered
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and food contact was maintained throughout the ttitt. Care m i taktn to avoid cresting accond
hot junctlona. For measuring Internal temperatures of the large f).ask, «Ire with Iniulatlon
rated to S.IO'C (9SO*F) «ae uaed ao that the 8 «1res would pa» through a hole In the modified
cloaure plug. Tails, with the higher rating, «ere connected to run through the furnace* to the
recorder*; the connections «ere located Inside the thermal shield on top of the fl»«k. The
furnace themocouples for Method I were of 20 gauge «Ire with welded junctions.

The small cylinder «as equipped with 6 thermocouples located on opposite sides at •id-
height on the outer surface of the specimen, midway In the laad and on the Inner surface.

The large flask «as equipped «lth 25 thermocouples located aa follow*: on the flre-shleld
and outer surface of the flask, two acts ct 90* to each other at one quarter height, mid height
and at three quarter height; on the Inner cavity surface, at the top (bottom of the closure
plug) and bottom centre points and on opposite aidas at one quarter height, aid height and three
quarter height. The other five thermocouples were located on the central axis: on the top, at
the outer and Inner aurface of the Insulating cap and on the top of the closure BJLug; on the
bottom, at the outer surface and In contact with the steel shell Intlde the Transita®.

For the Method I test 23 thermocouples «ere used to monitor temperatures throughout the
furnace as follows: 6 measured the surface temperatures at the centre point of each of the
«alls, the celling and floor; 6 provided furnace control, as called for in the ISO Standard,
measuring the "ISO temperatures" about 10 cm (4 Ins) away from the specimen at one third
(approx.) and two third heights on each of the four quadrants as shown on figure* 3 and 4; and 9
thermocouples (shielded) a* normally used for furnace control using the ASIM Method [5]. These
«ere located in the pipes protruding from the column* shown In the photographs in figure 3 and 4.

For the Method II teat 5 bare thermocouple* were centrally located and cemented to all fur-
nace aurfaces except the door. The furnace temperature was controlled from a shielded thermo-
couple protruding from the celling of the furnace.

TEST PROCEDURES

Method I

The small specimen was placed In the centre of the furnace on a cement block pedestal a*
ahown in Figure 3. Its Initial temperature was 7*C (45*F). The furnace wa* fired for 35 min-
utes following the prescribed temperature-time curve. After the burners had been shut off the
furnace was opened to permit it and the apecimen to cool. The temperatures of the cylinder were
•onitored until the Internal temperatures began to fall.

The same procedure was followed for Che large flask. Figure 4 show* the large flask in
position in the furnace during cool down. Its Initial temperature was 20*C (68*F). The ISO
thermocouples were twisted around the columns holding the ASTM thermocouples so that the tips
were located about 10 cm (4 Inches) from the flssk.

Method II

For the first test , in which the small cylinder «as exposed, to compensate for the unknown
response of the furnace during the time the door would be open (to permit insertion of the spec-
imen) the furnace «as preheated to 1600*F (870*C), 40*C above the preheat temperature recommend-
ed and allowed to aoak for approximately 2 hours. This preheat temperature was found to be
greater than required ao the preheat temperature for the aecond test was set at 1550*F (843*C)i
During each test the firing was controlled manually to maintain 1475*F (600'C). Figures 5 snd 6
show the small cylinder and the flaak In the furnace. The ini t ia l temperature of the small
cylinder «as 22*C (73*F) and the large flask, 21*C (71*F). The start time and end time were
taken when the door «as at mid-height on closing and reopening respectively. The loading-
unloading procedure, from the time the door was opened until «c losed, took less than 1-1/2
•Inutes. The total length of time the «pecimens «ere In the furnace amounted to no more than
31-1/2 minutes.



FIGURE 3 Small Cylinder - Method I Furnace FIGURE 4 Large Flask - Method 1 Furnace

FIGURE 5 Small Cylinder - Method II Furnace FIGURE 6 Large Flask - Method II Furnace



TEST IESULTS AMD DISCUSSION

The tampcraturc data collacted «it» ̂ reduced and 4a. presented In graphical form. Arithmetic
averages of thermocouple readings «ere uaed for the furnace "wall" and "ISO temperature"; for
the caall cylinder (external, midpoint and Internal temperature) and for the large flask (flri-
ahleld, external and internal temperature). The tlme-tempcrature hlatorlea In the Method I and
Method II te*t* ara ahown In figures 7 and 8 respectively for the mall cylinder and figures 9
and 10 for the large flask.

Mote that the furnace "wall" temperature In Method I le significantly below the
perature".

'ISO tem-

Inforaatlon derived from analysis of the above data are given In Table 1. The total heat
Input «as calculated for the aaall cylinder from the observed température change and heat capac-
ity of the material using the standard relationship.

Q - KCpAT

where M •

Cp -

AT •

Btu

mass of material - 1b.
heat capacity - Btu/lb.*F

temperature change - "F

equation 1

It Is assumed the mld-helght temperatures are applicable over the entire length because the In-
sulated ends effectively limit heat exchange to the radial direction. A correction would not
affect relative values. A similar calculation has not been made for the large flask due to the
complex geometry and unknown temperature distribution within the body.

I

The radiative heat Input, Q
flux during the test Interval i.e.

Is obtained by numerically Integrating the radiative heat

n
• I

i -1

- T2*)i•<*»>! Btu/ft2 aquation 2
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FAMMETEK METHOD I METHOD I I
Stal l cyllndtr:
m max. (outer «htll - inner (hel l ) *F 570 (17 aln) 860 (7 Bin)
Total heat Inputs: (4T and haat capacity) 22100 Btu 23000 Btu
l o t a l haat Input (ISO*surfaca only) 20900 * —

" ("Wall"+surface only) 1**00 " 270O0 "
Estimated htat Input (partially developed aodal) 2*000 " —
Average radiant haat Input*: ISO 6968 Btu/ft* —

"«•Ils" «020 " * 9938 Btu/ft2

Average radiant haat transfar rata*: ISO 119*3 Btu/ft2-hr —
" s "Walls" 6891 " 18876 Btu/ft^-hr

Lar«a flask:
AT max. (Fir«-«hi«ld, - outer shall) 'F 59* (17 ata) 723 (5.8 Bin)
a max. (outtr «ball - lanar shall) 'F 641 (35 aln) 7*7 (29 aln)
Average radiant heat input*: ISO-»FS (Flre-shleld) 5878 Btu/ft2 —

" : "Hells" * N 3071 " 6609 Btu/ft2

" s FS** outer «hell 2367 " 5157 "
Average radiant heat transfar rate*: ISO+FS 10076 Btu/ft^-hr

" : "H*lle"*FS 526* " 13220 Btu/ft*-nr
" « FS*** outer shall *057 " 1031* "

* lanad on aaat exchange factor • 1.0 In equation 1
** T batmen outer and Inner surface of f ire-shield - 0
Both theae assumptions produce high astlaatrs but coaparatlve values, furnace to furnace,
•re not affected.

TABU I
C0MFAHSOK OF M1IUD DATA FtOM FUMACC TESTS



where: o(T]* - T2*) « heat flux - f tu/ft 2 h
o • Stephen loltnan constant

*li*2 " temperature of totter and cooltr surface
itj • tlae Interval 1, h

n • nimber of Intervale

The heat exchange factor It assumed to be one becauae It It common and would not affect relative
values.

Attempt» to calculate heat Input to the aaall cylinder from the measured tlae-teaperature
data and assumed valuee for the relevant parameters have given widely different results from
Input bated on heat capacity. One trial , baaed on the assumption that the furnace contained
combustion gate* unlfonly at the "ISO temperature" and an abaorptlvlty of 0.8 for the outer
surface gave 20,900 l tu , which la within 6X of the heat gain computed for the Method I test by
aquation 1 but thla doe* not allow for conveetlve heat transfer which has been reported to
amount to as auch as 31Z of the radiative coaponent[6]. Another estlaate, predicated on assumed
salaslvltles of 0.95 and 0.15 for the furnace aurfaces and gases respectively, the gases
radiating at flaae teaperatures equal to the ISO teaperature, an absorptivity of steel of 0.8
and an allowance for convection, resulted In 16,500 Btu. As thla Is low, an cstlaate of the
effect of Increasing the gas teaperature' by 300* was aade. This produces an estiaated input of
approxlaately 24000 Btu. This represents fairly good agreement but three other considerations
•ust be taken Into account:

(a) In a previous test flaae teaperatures In the MRC furnace were found to be higher;
(b) the flaae i s only present intermittently and with varying Intensity;

(c) An estlaate, based on radiant heat transfer only to a saall body (t-0.8) enclosed by a
large aurface emitting at the observed furnace wall teaperatures in Method II gave
27000 Btu whereas the computed value was 23000 Btu using equation 1.

The latter casts doubt on the value of the absorptivity, 0.8, assuaed for the aaall cylinder.
To resolve these aatters would require more data than is available: thus It is concluded that
there i s too l i t t l e information known to be able to calculate, from first principles, the
response of specimens In either furnace. As s consequence only relative Judgments can be made.
Further development of the model outlined above, Including forced convection from the swirling
gas and a firing history, may Improve the theoretical aodel for furnace analysis but this would
be futile unless basic properties of the specimens are known accurately.

In spite of these theoretical difficulties the severity of the two Methods can be compared
In a nuaber of waya. One la to compare the teaperatures at the end of the test which are in-
dicative of the total heat Input. For the small cylinder the temperature differences aïe mar-
ginal but for the large flaak they are significant. This can be attributed to their relative
heat capacities. A body with a very small heat capacity tends to "saturate" and approach a
constant température In a Method II test . However, the teaperature of the body would continue
to rise along with the environment In a Method I test so that near the end It could exceed that
In Method II. This would explain the minor difference between the total heat gains by the saall
cylinder. The small cylinder and the clrcumferentlel fire-shield on the large flask both ex-
hibit the behaviour expected of a body with a saall heat capacity.

On the other hand a body with a large heat capacity tends to remain at a lower teaperature
I . e . not saturate; In this case differences In the total heat Input are aore evident. This is
demonstrated by the large flask. Although the heat Input cannot be calculated it Is possible to
estimate relative values If It is assumed that the radial temperature gradient on the centreline
Is similar for the two teats (though different In magnitude). By taking the geometric mean val-
ve of the outer and Inner shell teaperatures at the end of the test, and subtactlng the initial
temperature, an estlaate of the temperature rise Is obtained, I .e . 109*C (228'F) for Method I
and lM'C (309'F) for Method II . Although crude, this indicates that about 1/3 more heat was
gained In Method II than in Method I. Another very crude maaaure Is to compare the temperature
rise for the two tests at the time when the Inner temperatures begin to fa l l , about 1 hour after
firing, ivcn though the flask was left Inside the furnace to cool down In the Method I test ,



thus nduelng the rat* of baat loaa below that occurlng after the Method II teat In which the
flask was removed fro» the furnace, the teaperature rlae of the Inner abell une 21Z greater In
Method II than the teaperature rite in Method I.

Another aeeturc of the severity of the Method» it the difference in temperatures between
the outer and inner aurfaeet of the specimens i.e. the thermal (radient. The aazlaum gradient
would generally result In the greatest thermal atreat. If a linear relationship holds, strcases
on the email cylinder would be l.S times greater in Method II then Method I, and for the large
fleak 1.17 times greater.

Other indicators of severity are the radiant heat input (eqn 2) and the average radiant
heat flux, although time must be conaldered along with the flux. Values of heat input froa the
furnace to the specimens in Method II exceed values in Method I whether the basis of calculation
for Method I la the "ISO Temperature" or that of the furnace "wall". The difference la greater
If the furnace "wall" temperature it used but to compare only the heat input from the walls
could be deceptive because other elements of the model mentioned earlier would not be taken into
account, «van though the furnaces are almilar. To obviate this problem another indicator la
preaented in Table I: the radiative heat input froa the fire-shield to the outer surface of the
body of the large flatk. Th|f provides a good basis for comparison because differences would be
a direct indication of the relative eeverity, indépendant of which aeesure of furnace teapera-
turc la dominant. On this basis Method II la dearly fore severe than Method I.

Mo teaperature drop froa the outer surface of the fire-shield (aeasured) to the inner sur-
face of the fire-shield (not measured) wat included in arriving at the radiant heat input. To
do ao would reduce the values so they would be closer to the theoretical value of 1/2 the beat
Incident on the shield, but it would not neve a significant affect on the coaparlaon.

It la intereatlng that the only consistent comparisons of radiant heat input between Method
I and II occur on the large flask i.e. the ratio of the two tttt aethods it 2.15 (660913071)
bated on heat input froa furnace "walls" to the fire-shield and la 2.17 baaed on heat input froa
the fire-shield to the tide of the shell. This provides additional evidence that the "walls"
are the doalnant environmental factor.

To deaonatrate this, the temperatures of the outer surface of the small cylinder and the
flre-shleld of the large flatk were compared to furnace teapcraturea. The strongest correlation
wat found with "wall" teaperaturee as explained below.

To bring the data to a common base, the outer aurface temperaturea are expressed as a per-
centage of the furnace "wall" teaperature and tlae la atarted at the point closest to aaturatlon
I.e. at the end of the teat. Consequently in Figure 11 the data it plotted in reverse to the
normal order of tlae.

Mote the expanded aeale which emphasizes dlffcrcncca. Even though two different aethods
•re being coapared, the correlations In trend and magnitude are remarkable, to much ao that they
•xtend through the transient period of lead Belting in the. aaall cylinder and even to the early
•taget of the tettt in both tptclasns. From this it is concluded that the doalnant furnace
characteristic it the température of the furnace walla.

In Figure 11, the secondary variations from the general trend are a result of the method of
control. For Mtthod II the burners operated "full on" and full off". The lower pointa coincide
with the burners "on" and the upper points with the burners "off". For Method I the ripples re-
sult from adjusting the rate of firing.

FACTORS AFFECTING THE TESTS

There were a number of factora which could cauae the teats to deviate from the ideal tctt
procedurea described In the Advisory Material (1). Some are minor and othera tend to balance ao
they would have no significant effect on the conclusions.
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The starting temperature for ISO standard fire eurva la 30*C (86"F). In anticipation of
actual ambient temperatures, th* curv» followed was extrapolated backwards to 15.5*C (60*F).
Assuming tht ld«al ISO curve were followad and tht response of tha small cylinder would have
baan th* ssat as obssrvad, an upwards corractlon of less than SX to tht radiant haat input would
result. This la an upper bound baaad on tha point of maximum radiation potential.

For Hstbod II th* furnsc* walls *xc*ed*d tha specified températures during the early stages
of the testa. Assuming a constant wall temperature of 802*C (1475*F) and an identical response
to that observed on the email cylinder In Msthod II, » correction of lass thsn BX to the radiant
beat Input would result.

In the Method II testa the specimens could not b* plsced in the exact centre of the fur-
nace. They were put on the centreline of the floor but closer to the door end of the furnace.
At this location heat input would be less than at the centre of the furnace but the difference
could not be estimated for two reasons. First, It was not possible to measure the temperature
of the door. Secondly, the floor temperature, although known to be cooler than the walls and
calling at the central point, was not measured near the specimens. This accounts for some of
the discrepancy in the two calculated values of beet Input to the small specimen and Is known to
result In lowsr temperatures on the bottom of the large flask than those measured in the Method
I teat.

In the Msthod I test, both specimens were engulfed in the flames from the burners; this
would increase the heat transfer. In the Msthod II test tht flames from tht burner» did not
Impinge directly on the small cylinder; consequently it would be expected that the convectlve
heat transfer would be less. On the large flask, however, the flams from one burner did Impinge
on the upper few inches of the flask on the side towards the centre of the furnace. Some local-
ised heating was observed In tht measured temperstures, but this was offset by the reduction in
heat input due to Its non-cantral location and the reduced "chimney affect" of convection in the
••ace between the fire-shield and body. Ths latter affect waa larger in the Method I test,
because the specimens were raited off the floor. These conclusions are based on the measured
temperatures.



CONCLUSIONS

1 . A teat using Mtthod I I 1* more sever* than • t e s t by Mtthod I fol lowlnf the ISO procedure.
With tht few exception! noted and explained above, a l l parameter* auch ae temperature*,
thermal gradient», radiat ive beat Input, radiant beat f lux and t o t a l beat input support
t h i s conclusion.

2 . Furnace v a i l temperature» are the dominant factor in determining heat exchange to specimen»
i n the furnaces used. This Is shown by the correlat ion in Figure 11.

3 . Furnace wall temperatures In Method I t a s t s conducted In accordance with the ISO Standard
are s ign i f i cant ly below the ISO standard f i re -curve . This Is shown In Figures 7 and 9 .

*. From conclusions 2 and 3 , the furnace wal l s should meet or exceed the standard f i re curve
s e t out In the ISO Standard, to meet the Intent of the Advisory Mater ia l !5 ] .

5 . The furnace wall temperature» aqual or exceed those Matured by the ASTM thermocouples.
This I s a l so shown on Figures 7 and 9 .

6 . The character i s t i cs of the furnaces and specimen» under t e s t were not s u f f i c i e n t l y under-
stood to be able to predict , from f i r s t pr inc ip les , the behaviour of the specimen» under
t e s t . Further developaent of the model Is required.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1 . Paragraph 727 o f the Advisory M a t e r i a l , S a f e t y S e r i e s # 3 7 ! 1 ) , should be r e v i s e d to require
t h a t the furnace sur face temperatures meet sir exceed the ISO standard f i r e c u r v e . As t h i s
I s a d i f f e r e n t requirement from that a c t out l a the ISO Standard I t I s f u r t h e r recommended
that reference to the standard be deleted, to avoid confusion, and replaced by the formula
specifying the curve.

2 . As an alternate to the flrat recommendation a new standard to meet the IAEA Thermal Test
requirement should be developed. This could be based on suitable modifications to the
existing ISO standard or i t could be based on the ASTM Standard (5] with an appropriate
time period, to account for minor differences In the stsndard fire eurve •pacified.

3 . Benchmark experiments that could be used to calibrate the performance of computer codes
used to analyse the thermal behaviour of packages should be carried out. From this a
validation standard could be developed much like that developed for nuclear crlt icality
•afaty [ 7 ] ^
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